Helping Teachers Succeed
For Preparation (PLAN)
Lesson Planner

Teacher Companion Site

The Lesson Planner and Teacher Companion Site provide everything needed to successfully plan, teach, and
supplement lessons, including:

Teacher resources can be found at ELTNGL.com/wow2e_teacher and include:

NEW simplified and streamlined design and instruction
for easier teaching and planning

of the Student’s Book

• clear instructions for teaching vocabulary, prewriting,

NEW School Readiness boxes for preparing young

songs, concepts, and communicative language
models from the Language in Use lessons

learners for school while reinforcing values

NEW doodle illustrations to support teacher instructions,
making them easier to understand at a glance

• instructions for using the video in the classroom
• instructions for using the Activity Book activities in the
classroom and as homework

NEW Modify for Success tips for modifying activities
for children who require more support

• support for teaching English in English
• worksheets, assessment worksheets, pacing guides,

understand the photos

Animals on the Farm

VOCABULARY Listen, point, and say.

4 Animals on the Farm
Listen, point, and say.
Listen and say.

TR: 4.1

Student’s Book Audio, Activity Book Audio, and Big Book Audio
Activity Book audio scripts
The Video program
Unit-by-unit Pacing Guides for easy lesson planning
Printable activity Worksheets and Project Templates for extension activities
Printable Vocabulary and Concepts Flashcards
Printable Mini Flashcards for vocabulary practice and games
Home-School Connection Letters (in English
and translated into local languages)
Vocabulary, Song, Concepts, and Language
in Use lessons

•
•
•
•
•

TR: 4.3

Lesson Planner pages

• NEW Three-Step Teaching Routines for

and customizable Home-School Connection Letters
(on the Teacher Companion Site) for additional support

NEW About the Photo boxes to help children

4

• a detailed scope and sequence to show the contents

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THREE-STEP VOCABULARY ROUTINE

NEW Three-Step Online Teaching Routines

Step 1: Warm Up

Printable Assessment Worksheets

• Help children open their Student’s Books to the Unit Opener and Vocabulary pages.
• Connect to children’s background knowledge by looking at the Unit Opener photo. Have children

Printable Assessment Rubrics

describe what they see on the page.
• Say Look. Then point to the photo and ask simple, relevant Wh- questions:

Printable Stickers

Who is this? What do you see? Where is this? What color is it?
• Say Now let’s say the chant. Play the Unit Chant audio track.

Printable Puppets

• Have children say the Unit Chant together. Have them point to the photo when they say the word.

TR: 4.2a

Step 2: Present

• Have children repeat each target word twice.

Young goats on a
horse, Germany

• Play the Vocabulary audio track or video scene or say each target word yourself. Have children
listen, point, and say.
• Play the Vocabulary audio track while showing flashcards or theme-related real objects or play
a donkey

a duck

the Vocabulary video scene.

a goat

32

• Wave to children and say Hello! Have them wave and
say Hello! back to you.
• Have children sing the Hello Song TR: R.1 /
SC: R.1 as they wave hello to each other.

2

Introduce the Theme

• Show the dog, cat, rabbit, fish, turtle, and bird photos,
one at a time. Say These are animals. Then hold up
the dog photo and ask What’s this? If children need
more support, ask Is this a dog? (yes) Then hold up
the cat photo and ask What’s this? Continue until you
have reviewed all of the animal names.
• Bookwork Help children open their books to pp. 32–33.
Point to the photos of the animals and say These are
animals, too.

About the Photo
Baby goats are called kids and drink milk. When they
start eating solid food, goats use their upper palate,
as they don’t have teeth on their upper jaw. Goats
are not only great jumpers and climbers—they can
climb trees—but they can swim really well.

• Say Look at the farm animals. Slowly show Flashcards
34–39. Don’t say the words for the animals.
SC: 4.1 (without the audio) to
Video Option Use
present the vocabulary.

3

Teach the Vocabulary

• Bookwork Show children the photo on p. 32 again.
Point to a goat and say A goat. Then point to the photo
of the goat on p. 33 and say again This is a goat, too.
• Make the sound of a goat and say I’m a goat. Point to
children and say Be a goat! Have children make the
sound of a goat and walk around like a goat.

82

• Point to the horse on p. 32 and say A horse. Then
point to the photo of the horse on p. 33 and say This is
a horse, too.

9/22/20 12:22 AM

• Worksheet Hold up the worksheet,
point to each picture, and ask
What’s this? Then say Color the
horse and the goat.

• Make the sound of a horse and say I’m a horse. Point
to children and say Be a horse! Have children make
the sound of a horse and walk around like a horse.

• Point to the dotted lines and say
Cut along the dotted lines. Model if
necessary and help as needed.

Additional Activities

Activity Worksheet 4.1

■

a horse
a horse
a goat
a goat
• Say Be a horse! Have children walk around like a
horse as they say horse, horse, horse.

■

Welcome to Our World 2
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End the Lesson

■

• Play the Clean Up Song TR: R.3 /
SC: R.3 while children help you
clean up the materials used in the lesson.

• Say Let’s listen to a chant. Play the first version of the
Unit 4 Chant TR: 4.2a. The first time, have children
just listen. Hold up the horse flashcard for the part
about the horse. Then hold up the goat flashcard for
the part about the goat.

• Say Now let’s watch and listen as children sing a song about farm
animals. The children are from Turkey. Play
SC: 4.2.
• Sing the Goodbye Song TR: R.4 /
goodbye to each other as they sing.

On the farm, farm, farm, farm,
there’s a horse, horse, horse, horse.
Neigh, neigh, ne igh, neigh, neigh, neigh,
neigh, neigh, neigh, neigh, neigh, neigh.
On the farm, farm, farm, farm,
there’s a goat, goat, goat, goat.
Baa, baa, baa, baa, baa, baa,
baa, baa, baa, baa, baa, baa.
• Play the chant again. This time, have children say it
with you. Even if they can’t chant all the words, have
them make each animal’s sounds and move like each
animal as it is named.

SC: R.4. Have children wave

Teacher Tip

• act out target vocabulary words when possible.

Play the first two lines of the
Unit 4 Chant TR: 4.2a. Pause the
chant before the animal’s sound,
and have children chant the
missing sound.

34
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Review the colors black and
brown using the animals children
colored on the worksheet. Say
Show me a brown animal. Have
children who colored an animal
brown hold up that animal. Say
Show me a black animal. Have
children who colored an animal
black hold up that animal.

WOW_AmE_L2_LP_07407_FM_001_021.indd 10-11

• Point to items on the page and ask What do you see? What’s this? Have children tell you the
name of each item.

■

• Have children do the Vocabulary Practice activity. Model it first by saying each word in the
instructions and doing the action while children watch. Then help children do the activity. Have
them say the vocabulary words while they do the activity.
• Apply the vocabulary.

Have children sit in a circle. Make
a pattern on the floor with the
horse and goat mini flashcards.
Ask What’s next? Have children
call out the answer. Then have a
child add the corresponding mini
flashcard(s) to the pattern.

• Personalize instruction by connecting the vocabulary to children’s own lives. For example,
if the vocabulary is about clothes, ask them to bring their favorite article of clothing in to
Show and Tell.
• Play a vocabulary game such as “Simon Says,” charades, or flashcard games such as
“What’s missing?”

Challenge Have a child make a
pattern instead.

Many of your classroom activities may take place in play stations or circle
time, but it is important to also make sure that children have assigned
seats at tables. This will make the transition from circle or play time to seat
work more seamless since children will know exactly where to go. Make
laminated name tags and tape them to the backs of the chairs. This will not
only help children recognize their name in writing, it will also make it easier
for you to change seat assignments. Be sure to change children’s seat
assignments every three to four weeks to give them a chance to work with
all of their classmates over the course of the school year.

36
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• Play the Transition Song TR: R.2 /
SC: R.2 as
you give a copy of Worksheet 4.1, scissors, a black
crayon, and a brown crayon to each child.

Unit Opener

12/21/20 4:56 PM
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Step 3: Practice

• Help children open their Student’s Books to the Vocabulary Practice page.

Copyright © National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning

• Play the first version of the Unit 4 Chant TR: 4.2a again. This time, have
children hold up the picture of each animal as it is named.

• Say Be a goat! Have children walk around like a goat
as they say goat, goat, goat.

• name each word correctly with a flashcard.

9/22/20 12:23 AM

• Have children use brown and black
crayons to color the pictures. Make
sure they use one color for each
animal.

• Say Let’s say the words. Play TR: 4.1 /
SC: 4.1.
If you use the audio to present the words, show the
horse and goat flashcards when children hear the
words. Have children repeat each word two times.

Unit 4

WOW_AmE_L2_LP_07407_U04_082_101.indd 82
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Warm Up

1

• Check comprehension by having children

33
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New: a goat, a horse
Recycle: baby; a bird, a cat, a dog,
a fish, a rabbit, a turtle; big, small;
black, brown

• Say each target word aloud while pointing to the photo on the Vocabulary page.

a horse

© Cengage Learning, Inc.

Language

• photos of a dog, a cat, a rabbit,
a fish, a turtle, and a bird
• black and brown crayons
• scissors

a cow

© Cengage Learning, Inc.

SC: R.1–R.4, 4.1–4.2a
TR: R.1–R.4, 4.1–4.2a
Flashcards 34–39
Worksheet 4.1
Home-School Connection Letter
Mini Flashcards 36, 39 (one of
each per child)
• Big Book 6

a chicken

37

Identify and name a goat and
a horse

•
•
•
•
•
•

Materials
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Resources

39

Objective

35

Student’s Book pp. 32–33

Welcome to Our World 2 Unit 4

11
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Helping Teachers Succeed
For Live Lessons (TEACH)

For Homework (ASSIGN AND TRACK)

Classroom Presentation Tool

Flashcards

Online Practice with Student’s eBook

The Classroom Presentation Tool integrates digital
resources, such as video, audio, and interactive
activities and games, in the context of the Student’s
Book and Activity Book pages, making it easy to carry
out lessons in any classroom.

The Flashcards provide
additional support for
vocabulary and concepts.
The Flashcards have a
NEW dry-erasable side
and provide opportunities
for activities and games.
Here are some examples of
games using the Flashcards:

NEW Welcome to Our World Second Edition’s Online

The Classroom Presentation Tool is computer and tablet
compatible and accessible by USB installation, streaming
in the Online Practice LMS, or download in the CPT App.

Practice with Student’s eBook offers young learners
independent, interactive practice across all devices.
It includes activities and games with integrated audio and
video to support the following sections of the program:
34
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• Stop! Say a target word. Hold up each flashcard one

Links to audio and video

at a time. When children see the flashcard for the word
you say, they shout Stop!

The Student’s Book introduces very young learners
to the world of English through beautiful photography,
songs, and fun activities. Each eight-page unit presents
and practices vocabulary, a song, concepts, and
language models.
SECOND EDITION

2

2

Shape young global citizens and celebrate diversity through traditional
songs sung by children around the world and global topics with real-world
photos, content, and video.

THE WORLD IS WAITING
Shape young global citizens and celebrate diversity through traditional
songs sung by children around the world and global topics with real-world
photos, content, and video.

• International children’s Songs and The Sounds of English

Prepare learners for school with projects, games, and activities that practice

The Online Practice includes an interactive Student’s
eBook and is supported by a Student’s App for off-line
mobile access.

for language, culture, and phonemic awareness

Teach confidently and engage parents with step-by-step lesson plans,
classroom presentation support, professional development materials, and
home-school resources.

• Video for lesson instruction, language presentation, and worldELTNGL.com/welcometoourworld
exposure
• End-of-unit Projects to demonstrate learning

• Contextualized Vocabulary and Concepts presentation and practice

• Mid- and end-of-level Games and Review for extra practice

• Language in Use lessons with sticker activities for modeling and

• Chant and Song lyrics for easy parent access

practicing correct form
• Prewriting practice and Numbers instruction

• Video for lesson instruction, language presentation, and worldELTNGL.com/welcometoourworld
exposure
• End-of-unit Projects to demonstrate learning
• Mid- and end-of-level Games and Review for extra practice
• Chant and Song lyrics for easy parent access

CEFR correlation
Pre-A1

A1

• Three-Step Lesson Routines for easy teaching

STUDENT’S BOOK

With preparation for literacy, numeracy, and phonics, and a focus on real
communication in English, Welcome to Our World inspires very young learners
to use English and sing with the world.

CEFR correlation
Pre-A1

for language, culture, and phonemic awareness
• Language in Use lessons with sticker activities for modeling and

SECOND EDITION

A1

• Three-Step Lesson Routines for easy teaching

• Video for lesson instruction, language presentation, and world exposure
• End-of-unit Projects to demonstrate learning
• Mid- and end-of-level Games and Review for extra practice
• Chant and Song lyrics for easy parent access
• Three-Step Lesson Routines for easy teaching

AMERICAN ENGLISH

ELTNGL.com
A PA RT O F C E NGAG E

LEARNING

LEARNING
Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com

WOW_2e_SB_L3.indd 1-3

A PART OF CEN GAG E

• a summary of the story
• step-by-step teaching instructions
• a chart outlining the target language included in

Online Practice course content
interactive Student’s eBook
Class management functionality
Assignment creation tools
Messaging
Progress reports
Streaming/Downloadable Classroom
Presentation Tool

The LMS is accessible through a browser at
learn.ELTNGL.com

AMERICAN ENGLISH

LEARNING
Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

AMERICAN ENGLISH

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the lesson

• Companion Site access for audio and video

• Companion Site access for audio and video

• Companion Site access for audio and video

A NEW Learning Management System (LMS) for
teachers provides access to the following:

• a list of the resources and materials needed for

• Contextualized Vocabulary and Concepts presentation and practice

practicing correct form

Registration is available at learn.ELTNGL.com with an
access code and course key.

the story

SECOND EDITION

• International children’s Songs and The Sounds of English

• Prewriting practice and Numbers instruction

Teach confidently and engage parents with step-by-step lesson plans,
classroom presentation support, professional development materials, and
for language, culture, and phonemic awareness
home-school resources.
• Contextualized Vocabulary and Concepts presentation and practice
With preparation for literacy, numeracy, and phonics, and a focus on real
• Language in Use lessons with sticker activities for modeling and
communication in English, Welcome to Our World prepares very young learners
practicing correct form
to use English and join a world that’s waiting for them.
SECOND EDITION
• Prewriting practice and Numbers instruction
STUDENT’S BOOK

instruction.

• Age-appropriate, global topics with real-world content

instruction.

Inside Every Welcome to Our World Student’s Book:
• Age-appropriate, global topics with real-world content

STUDENT’S BOOK

Inside Every Welcome to Our World Student’s Book: academic, social-emotional, self-care, and motor skills with integrated values

Inside Every Welcome to Our World Student’s Book: academic, social-emotional, self-care, and motor skills with integrated values
• International children’s Songs and The Sounds of English

Prepare learners for school with projects, games, and activities that practice

Teach English through music, motion, and culture with Welcome to Our World
Second Edition, a 3-level series for very young learners of English.

• Age-appropriate, global topics with real-world content

2

1

Teach English through music, motion, and culture with Welcome to Our World
Second Edition, a 3-level series for very young learners of English.

3

LEARNING

LEARNING

THE WORLD IS WAITING

Language in Use

The Welcome to Our World Big Book Anthologies are
three levels of original stories (four per level). Each
story supports the theme and language of two units
of Welcome to Our World. A teacher support page is
included for each story. It provides:

Student’s Book

LEARNING

Concepts

Big Book Anthologies

Links to interactive activities and games

1

The Sounds of English

For more game ideas, go to
ELTNGL.com/wow2e_teacher

Eight full-color posters bring beautiful photography into
the classroom. The posters feature the unit opener and
vocabulary presentation on one side, and the concepts
presentation and project on the other side.

SECOND EDITION

Song

Additionally, the gamified approach motivates young
learners while Parents’ View helps parents or caregivers
track their children’s progress.

Posters

3

Vocabulary

• Find and Touch Put flashcards along different walls of
the classroom. Call out a word. Have children find and
touch the picture of that word.

3

•
•
•
•
•

10/2/20 2:08 PM

LEARNING

WOW_2e_SB_L2.indd 1-3
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LEARNING

10/2/20 2:03 PM

Student’s eBooks
NEW Interactive Student’s eBooks integrate audio,
video, and activities with Student’s Book pages, allowing
young learners to access everything that they need to
be active participants in any classroom and to learn
independently. The eBooks are accessible within the
Online Practice through a browser or the Student’s App.

12
WOW_AmE_L2_LP_07407_FM_001_021.indd 12-13

Activity Book
The Activity Book can be used in class to practice and
consolidate content presented in the Student’s Book.

Activity Book

Worksheets

The activities in the Activity Book can be assigned as
homework and completed at home with a parent or
caregiver.

Printable activity worksheets (available on the Teacher
Companion Site) extend Student’s Book activities.

Student’s Companion Site
The Student Companion Site includes:

• the audio for the Activity Book activities
• the audio and video for the Student’s Book activities
13
2/9/21 3:39 PM

Helping Teachers Succeed

Teaching with Welcome to Our World

For Assessment (Evaluate)

LEARNING

4 Animals on the Farm

• Printable Assessment Worksheets are available for each unit on the

Name:

4 Animals on the Farm

Teacher Companion Site.

Assessment Worksheet 4.8

Name:

Second Edition

Class:

Assessment Rubric

Very Good

Making Progress

Identifies and names a chicken, a cow, a horse,
a donkey, a duck, a goat
Recognizes the numbers 6 and 7, and uses words for
those quantities

• A printable Assessment Rubric is available for each unit of the

Uses the language There are [3 horses]. to talk about
groups of items
Participates actively in class

Student’s Book. The rubrics provide a quick, easy way for teachers
to assess very young learners’ understanding of unit vocabulary,
concepts, and language models as well as their class participation.
The Assessment Rubrics are available as PDFs and as editable files
for customization.

COMMENTS:

© Cengage Learning, Inc.

System, provide teachers with another opportunity to evaluate children.
Welcome to Our World 2
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Professional Development Site
Hosted and developed by Dr. Joan Kang Shin, a respected trainer of young learner teachers in over one hundred
countries and series editor for Welcome to Our World Second Edition, the Professional Development segments in
the Teacher Video provide best practices for teaching English to very young learners using songs and games.
The segments include:

• Every lesson includes a Worksheet activity.

Instructions for teaching each worksheet are included
in the lessons.

using songs with very young learners

• Every lesson includes optional Additional Activities.
• Every unit includes a Project.
• The Activity Book provides four pages of material

adapting songs to different cultures
keeping children’s attention
using games in the classroom

per unit, covering Vocabulary, the Unit Song, The
Sounds of English, Concepts, and Language in Use,
along with Review activities. Instructions for using the
Activity Book are provided at the end of each unit in
the Lesson Planner. Lesson plans are provided for
teachers who have additional instruction time to teach
the activities in class. An option is also provided for
assigning activities as homework.

making and using puppets
classroom management, and more!

Three-Step Teaching Routines
A series of three-step teaching routines offers teachers a
streamlined approach to lesson planning. The routines,
created specifically for the Vocabulary, Song, Concepts,
and Language in Use content, are a simple tool to
help teachers successfully execute each lesson
with minimal planning time. The three-step teaching
routines are in the back of the Student’s Book
(on the reverse side of the sticker pages) and
on ELTNGL.com/wow2e_teacher, along with
all the other Welcome to Our World Professional
Development materials.
ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD

Each level of the Welcome to Our World program
consists of a brief starter unit, which focuses on teaching
functional language that is essential for basic social
interaction in the classroom, plus eight full units. Each
unit is taught in eight lessons. The final lesson of each
unit is a project. The core of each lesson has been
developed for classes with four to six instructional hours
per week, but the lessons are flexible to accommodate
classes with differing amounts of instructional time.
The approach to pacing is flexible. The Generic Pacing
Guide on page 21 and the unit-specific Pacing Guides
on the Teacher Companion Site (ELTNGL.com/
wow2e_teacher) provide suggestions for teaching the
core lessons and can be easily adapted based on class
time. Because each lesson includes a variety of short
activities, a teacher with fewer instructional hours can
choose to use fewer activities in a class. Classes with
additional instructional time can take advantage of the
program’s many options for supplementing the core
lesson:

• Progress Reports, accessible on the NEW Learning Management

•
•
•
•
•
•
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THREE-STEP LANGUAGE IN USE ROUTINE
Step 1: Warm Up

• Connect to children’s background knowledge by reviewing vocabulary and concepts taught earlier
in the unit.

THREE-STEP
CONCEPTS ROUTINE
• Use flashcards, other visuals, gestures and/or real objects to review.

• A Big Book Anthology is available for each level of

• Help children open their Student’s Books to the Language in Use page.
Step 1: Warm Up

• Have children describe what they see on the page.

• Connect to children’s background knowledge by reviewing language taught earlier in the unit.
Stepvisuals,
2: Present
Use flashcards, other
gestures, and/or real objects to review.

THREE-STEP
SONG ROUTINE
• Play the Unit Song audio track or video scene and have children listen.
Step 1: Warm Up

• Use target vocabulary while pointing to the picture(s) on the Language in Use page.
• Have children listen
and watch
as you sing
song and
• Model
the language.
Forthe
example,
sayperform
Where’sthe
thegestures.
book? It’s on the table. (Student’s Book 2, Unit 1)
• Then say Now let’s
all sing
song.
Play
the
songtrack
two more
times.
• Say
Nowthe
listen.
Play
the
audio
or video
scene of the language model two times to present

• Encourage
children
to sing
along
and dopreviously
the gestures
with vocabulary.
you.
• Connect to children’s
background
knowledge
by
reviewing
learned
the
model.
• Use flashcards or theme-related real
each
and
ask
What’s
this?
• objects.
Say NowHold
listen
andone
say.up
Play
the
audio
track
or video scene of the language model again and have
THREE-STEP
VOCABULARY
ROUTINE
Step 2: Present
repeat.
• Reinforce target vocabulary
by playingchildren
fun games,
for example, “Simon Says” and charades.
• Play the Unit Song
audio
track or
video
scene
and have
children
as they
listen with
• Help
children
open
their
Student’s
Books
to therespond
Concepts
page.
Step 1: Warm Up
3: Practice
a focus. Have them
stand, clap,
or actStep
outtowords
whenbackground
they hear target
vocabulary
or the if you are teaching the
• Connect
the concepts
children’s
knowledge.
For example,
• Help children open Unit
theirTheme.
Student’s Books
to the8–10,
Unit hold
Opener
anditems
Vocabulary
pages.
numbers
up 6–7
and count
them.
(Student’s
2, Unit 6) about the picture(s) on the Language in
• Use
target
language
to
ask
questions
andBook
say statements
Use
page,
such
as How
many
horses
are
Therepoint,
are 3 horses.
• Connect to children’s background knowledge
by looking
Unit
Opener
photo.
Have
children
• Have children
lookat
atthe
the
photo(s)
on
the
Concepts
page
asthere?
they listen,
and say.(Student’s
Play the Book 2, Unit 4)
2: Present
describe what theyStep
see on
the page. Concepts audio •track
video
or saychildren
each concept
word
Say or
Now
youscene
do it. Have
practice
the yourself.
target language.
• Say Look. Then point
to the
photoopen
and
ask simple,
relevant
Whquestions:
• Model
applying
the
concepts
to
vocabulary
taught earlier
the unitModel
and initprior
units.
Use each word in the instructions
• Help
children
their
Student’s
Books
tochildren
the
Song
• Have
dopage.
the Language
in Use in
activity.
first by
saying
Who is this? What
do you
see?describe
Whereflashcards,
is
this?they
What
color
is it?
other
gestures
and/orwhile
real children
objects to
review.
and
doing
therelevant
action
watch.
Then
helptochildren
do the activity.
• Have
them
what
see
onvisuals,
the
page.
Ask
Whquestions
while
pointing
the
• Say Now let’s say the
chant.
Play
the• Unit
audio
HelpChant
children
demonstrate
and
act
out the
concepts.
Encourage
children
participate
saying them to use the
page:
Who
is this?
Where
is this?
What
do you
see?
What
color
is it? How
many? in
•track.
Have
children
share
their
completed
activity
pairs ortosmall
groups.by
Encourage
words
or
by
acting
them
out.
target
language.
• Have children say• the
Have
them
point
to the
photo
when
they say
the word.
SayUnit
Let’sChant
listen together.
to a the
song.
Playout
theloud
Unit
Song
audio
track
or video
scene.
Point to the Song page or
the video when it shows something •from
thelanguage
song lyrics.
Apply
to new contexts.
Step 2: Present

Step
3: by
Practice
• Teach the Unit Song
line
line. Then •repeat,
thisobjects,
time with
the gestures.
Use real
photos,
or flashcards that students are already familiar with to practice target

language.
• Have
children
andto
watch
as open
youon
sing
do the gestures
each
line of Practice
the song page.
and
• Have
students
their
Student’s
Books
the
Concepts
• Say each target word
aloud
whilelisten
pointing
the photo
theand
Vocabulary
page.tofor
then repeat.
• Try to connect to students’ interests or their lives.
• Have
• Have children repeat each target word
twice.students do the Concepts Practice activity. Model it first by saying each word in the
• Play the song two more
times. Have
children
try
to sing
andchildren
do the gestures
as they listen.
instructions
and
action
while
watch.
• Play the Vocabulary audio track or video
scene or
saydoing
each the
target
word
yourself.
Have
children
• Help children complete the activity. Encourage them to use the concepts and vocabulary words as
listen, point, and say.
Step 3: Practice
they
talk about
the stickers
they have placed
on the or
page;
• Play the Vocabulary audio track while
showing
flashcards
or theme-related
real objects
playfor example, Ten ants. (Student’s Book 2,
Unit 6)
the Vocabulary video
• Playscene.
the audio track for The Sounds of English for the target sound or make the sound yourself for
children
to repeat.
• Check comprehension
by having
children
• Play
the Unit
audio track or video scene and have children respond as they listen with a
• name each word
correctly
withSong
a flashcard.
focus on The
Sounds
English, especially sounds that are hard to pronounce.
• act out target vocabulary
words
when of
possible.
• Have them raise their hands, stand, or hold up cards when they hear the sound.
Step 3: Practice

• Repeat the song for additional practice, but make it fun by singing it faster each time or by singing it

softer each time.
• Help children open their Student’s Books to the Vocabulary Practice page.
• Encourage children to personalize the song. For example, if the song is about animals, have students
• Point to items on the page and ask What do youWOW_AmE_L2_SB_57346_STR.indd
see? What’s this? Have
children tell you the
19
sing about their favorite animals.
name of each item.
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• Have children do the Vocabulary Practice activity. Model it first by saying each word in the
instructions and doing the action while children watch. Then help children do the activity. Have
them say the vocabulary words while they do the activity.
• Apply the vocabulary.
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• Personalize instruction by connecting the vocabulary to children’s own lives. For example,
if the vocabulary is about clothes, ask them to bring their favorite article of clothing in to
Show and Tell.

the program.

Lesson Structure / Routines
All of the lessons are built around a core routine.
Routines are reassuring to young children. When
they know what to expect, they feel more secure and
confident and are better able to meet challenges.
Routines also help young children transition smoothly
from one part of a lesson to the next. This reduces
classroom disruption and helps make the most effective
use of class time.
Navigation Panel This panel provides all the essential
information necessary to prepare for the lesson. It
includes the lesson objective(s), program resources used
in the lesson, and the materials needed. It also lists the
language included in the lesson.

Warm Up Each lesson begins with singing the Hello
Song, a routine song that helps children transition to
class time and to speaking English. The Warm Up also
often includes chants and songs learned in recent
lessons.
Introduce the Theme The first lesson of each unit
introduces the theme of the unit through pictures or
video. These introductions focus only on visuals, not on
language, so that children have a chance to become
familiar with the theme and with the larger context of the
language they will be learning.
Review This section of the lesson focuses on one or two
activities designed to quickly and effectively review the
language introduced in the previous lesson.
Teach / Practice / Use The Teach, Practice, and Use
sections are the core of each Vocabulary, Song, and
Concepts lesson.

• The Teach section focuses on presenting new

language and having children engage in activities that
help to familiarize them with the language.

• The Practice section focuses on having children

demonstrate understanding of previously introduced
language by applying what they have learned.

• The Use Language section of the Language in Use

lesson provides an opportunity for children to apply the
vocabulary and concepts they have learned in a realworld context.

Transition Song This routine song is suggested at a
significant transition point in each lesson. However, the
teacher can use this song to guide children through any
transition during the class.
Worksheet Every lesson includes a worksheet activity
that extends the lesson with engaging activities such as
coloring, tracing, puzzle-making, cutting and pasting
activities, and simple crafts.
End the Lesson Each lesson ends with children helping
to clean up materials used during the class while singing
the routine Clean Up Song. Then children get ready for
the end of class by singing the routine Goodbye Song to
each other.

Additional Features
Additional Activities Each lesson ends with suggestions
for additional activities based on the language taught or
practiced in class.
Teacher Tips Many lessons include helpful teaching and
classroom management tips.
School Readiness Tips Each unit includes tips
to help prepare young learners for school. The tips

• Play a vocabulary game such as “Simon Says,” charades, or flashcard games such as
“What’s missing?”
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